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Mathematical modelling of charge transport
in graphene heterojunctions
L. Barletti,1 G. Nastasi,2 C. Negulescu,3 V. Romano4
Abstract
A typical graphene heterojunction device can be divided into two classical zones,
where the transport is basically diffusive, separated by a “quantum active region” (e.g.,
a locally gated region), where the charge carriers are scattered according to the laws of
quantum mechanics. In this paper we derive a mathematical model of such a device, where
the classical regions are described by drift-diffusion equations and the quantum zone is
seen as an interface where suitable transmission conditions are imposed that take into
account the quantum scattering process. Numerical simulations show good agreement
with experimental data.
Keywords: Graphene, electron transport, quantum interface conditions, interpolation
coefficient, Milne problem, device simulation
1 Introduction
Graphene-based electronics has been the subject of an intensive theoretical and experimental
research since the discovery of this striking two-dimensional material in 2004 [27]. Particu-
larly promising are device architectures that mimic the ordinary semiconductor heterojunc-
tions between positively and negatively doped regions (“n” and “p” regions, respectively).
In graphene, such junctions can be obtained by suitable gates configurations, since the elec-
tron/hole density can be locally tuned by local electrostatic fields [9, 14, 16, 31]. Thus, a
sharp potential variation corresponds to a transition between two differently doped regions,
so that we speak of “p-n” or “n-p” heterojunctions. In correspondence of such junctions very
interesting phenomena occur, such as the so-called Klein paradox [17, 31] and the negative
refraction (Veselago) electron lensing [10, 19], which could be exploited to create innovative
devices.
The aim of this paper is to apply the theory of diffusive quantum transmission conditions,
developed in Ref. [4], to the mathematical modelling of a device of this kind.
The concept of quantum interface conditions goes back to the work of Ben Abdallah and
coworkers [5, 6], and was initially developed in the framework of kinetic equations. The
corresponding diffusion theory has been obtained in Refs. [13, 12], where a boundary layer
analysis leads to diffusive transmission conditions. Such conditions permit to link two “clas-
sical regions”, described by classical (or semiclassical) drift-diffusion equations, separated by
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a localized quantum interface (e.g. a sharp potential variation), which scatters electrons ac-
cording to the laws of quantum mechanics. In particular, the transmission conditions contain
a parameter, dubbed “interpolation coefficient” (by analogy with the “extrapolation coeffi-
cient” occurring in neutron transport theory [1]), that depends on the scattering coefficients,
thus containing the quantum information of the dynamics at the interface.
The theory has been recently revisited in the case of graphene in Ref. [4]. The main novelty
in such a case comes from the fact that electrons in graphene feature a conical intersection
between the conduction band and the valence band and, therefore, the behaviour of charge
carriers is well described by a Dirac-like equation [8]. This fact, with respect to traditional
semiconductors, not only changes the dispersion relation from quadratic to linear but also
introduces a stronger coupling between positive-energy and negative-energy electrons (the
latter to be described as holes) As we shall see, the populations of electrons and holes are
independent in the classical regions but become (in general) coupled by the quantum interface,
so that the interpolation coefficient becomes an interpolation matrix.
Clearly, the theory of quantum interfaces is very attractive when dealing with graphene
heterojunctions since, as we have remarked at the beginning of this introduction, they orig-
inate the most interesting quantum effects. For heterojunction devices, therefore, quantum
transmission conditions may represent a useful tool for modelling purposes. The present paper
is exactly aimed at illustrating the potentiality of this approach in the case of a prototypical
n-p-n graphene device [16, 28, 31].
Let us present now the outline of this paper. In Section 2 we review the main results of Ref.
[4]. In particular, we show how the densities at both sides of a quantum interface are connected
by diffusive transmission conditions (Theorem 2). Such conditions depend on “asymptotic
densities” associated to the solution of a four-fold Milne (half-space) kinetic problem which,
in turn, arises from a boundary layer analysis involving quantum reflection and transmission
coefficients. A result about existence and other properties of such asymptotic densities is
summarized in Theorem 1.
The solution of the Milne problem represents a surviving kinetic step, that one would
like to avoid when working in a diffusion framework. Then, it is natural to look for some
approximations that allow to write down explicitly the solution to the Milne problem and
compute the related asymptotic densities. This point, which was only briefly mentioned in
Ref. [4] , is fully developed in the Section 3 of the present paper. We obtain in this way
an explicit expression of the interpolation coefficient for the specific case we are interested
in, that is the case of a potential barrier and of purely electron transport. The Maxwell-
Boltzmann approximation is also discussed in Section 3, which is a further simplification that
can be introduced in regimes of low densities or high temperatures.
Finally, in Section 4 we set up a model of a graphene n-p-n heterojunction and perform
some numerical experiments by assuming purely electronic transport and sharp potential
barrier profile. We show that our model is able to reproduce, at least in a suitable range of
2
physical parameters, important features that have been highlighted in laboratory experiments.
2 Quantum transmission conditions
In this section we briefly review the transport model across quantum interfaces in graphene,
model that has been developed in Ref. [4].
Assume that a graphene sheet is described by the coordinates x = (x, y) and that a
“quantum active region” (e.g. a potential barrier) is localized into a tiny strip around x = 0.
More precisely, we assume that the electric potential is the sum of two distinct parts, namely
V (x) + U(x, y),
where V (x) represents the step/barrier profile, which is assumed to have variations localized
around x = 0 and to be constant outside the active region, taking the values
V0 and V0 + δV
at the left and at the right, respectively (see Figure 1). Note that V0 is a “background”
V0 V0 + δV
x = 0 x
y
Figure 1: Schematic geometry of our model: the rectangle represents the graphene sheet and
the central strip represents the quantum active region, i.e. the zone where the variations of
V = V (x) are localized. Outside the strip, in the two classical regions, the potential V has
constant values V0 and V0 + δV .
potential and δV is the total potential variation across the quantum strip. The “smooth”
part of the potential, U(x, y) is assumed to vary on a much larger (macroscopic) space scale
and can be used to describe, e.g., a bias voltage.
Our the graphene sheet is then modelled as two “classical” regions (x < 0 and x > 0),
where the charge transport is assumed to be diffusive, separated by a “quantum interface”,
localized at x = 0. Mathematically, the quantum interface is seen as a boundary where trans-
mission conditions have to be determined by solving a scattering problem for the potential
V . The derivation of the final macroscopic model passes firstly through a kinetic step and
then a diffusion step, steps briefly described below.
3
2.1 Kinetic model
Let us consider the scattering problem for the electric potential V (the electron potential
energy is −qV , where q is the elementary charge):
(−i~vF∇ · σ − qV σ0)ψp,s = Eψp,s. (2.1)
Here, vF is the Fermi velocity, ∇ = (∂x, ∂y), σ = (σ1, σ2) are the x- and y- Pauli matrices,
p = (px, py) is the electron (pseudo)momentum and E is a given energy (which can be either
positive or negative). Moreover, s = ±1 is the chirality index, denoting electron states of
positive and negative chirality [8]. Solving this equation provides the scattering states ψp,s
and the reflection/transmission coefficients T is(p), R
i
s(p) corresponding to the energy
E = svF |p|.
Note that states with positive chirality are also states of positive energy (upper Dirac cone)
and states with negative chirality are also states of negative energy band (Dirac cone).
The upper index i appearing in the coefficients T is(p), R
i
s(p) takes the values 1 and 2, and
refers to a left (i = 1) or right (i = 2) incoming wave. Throughout this paper, an upper index
i = 1, 2 will always denote left and right, respectively. The scattering coefficients satisfy some
basic properties:
i) T is(p) ≥ 0 and R
i
s(p) ≥ 0, with T
i
s(p) +R
i
s(p) = 1 (unitarity);
ii) T is(p) and R
i
s(p) are symmetric with respect to px and py (symmetry);
iii) T 1s (p) = T
2
s′(p
′) if the conservation of energy
svF |p| = s
′vF |p
′| − q δV , (2.2)
holds (reciprocity).
The key remark is that, away from the quantum interface, the scattering states are superpo-
sitions of incoming/reflected/transmitted plane-wave-like solutions of the form
ψp,s(x) =
(
1
s ei φ
)
e
i
~
p·x, (2.3)
which have definite values of chirality and momentum. Such waves are semi-classically inter-
preted as inflowing and outflowing particles in the classical regions [5, 6]. More precisely, if
the phase-space distributions
wis(x,p), s = ±1,
describe the electron populations with positive energy (s = +) and negative energy (s = −)
in the two classical regions, x < 0 (i = 1) and x > 0 (i = 2), we assume that at x = 0 the
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following kinetic transmission condition (KTC) hold:

w1s(p) = R
1
s(p)w
1
s(∼p) + T
2
s′(p
′)w2s′(p
′), spx, s
′p′x < 0,
w2s′(p
′) = R2s′(p
′)w2s′(∼p
′) + T 1s (p)w
1
s(p), s
′p′x, spx > 0,
(2.4)
where s, s′, p and p′ satisfy the conservation of energy (2.2) and the conservation of momen-
tum in the y direction:
py = p
′
y. (2.5)
In (2.4) we have denoted by a tilde the reflection transformation
∼p := (−px, py) (2.6)
and, in order to avoid cumbersome expressions, we have only indicated the dependence on
the relevant variable p, omitting the variables y (which is just a parameter) and x, which is of
course equal to 0 at interface. The meaning of Eq. (2.4) is clear: the first equation says that
the inflow in the left classical region through the interface is partly due to reflected particles
from the left and partly due to transmitted particles from the right, and the second equation
describes the analogous balance of particles inflowing in the right region. Note that, since
negative-chirality electrons travel in the direction opposed to momentum [8], the conditions
spx < 0 and s
′p′x < 0 describe leftward particles, while spx > 0 and s
′p′x > 0 describe
rightward particles.
Since we shall study the diffusive limit of the kinetic model and, therefore, statistical
considerations will come into play, it is convenient to switch from positive/negative-energy
electrons to electron/holes, by means of the transformation
f i+(x,p) = w
i
+(x,p), f
i
−(x,p) = 1− w
i
−(x,−p). (2.7)
Now, f i+ and f
i
− represent, respectively, the phase-space populations of electrons and holes
(both with positive energy). Note that both electrons and holes move in the same direction
of the momentum.
In the classical regions, the dynamics of each population is assumed to be described by
the stationary BGK (relaxation time) transport equation [2, 22]
v · ∇xf
i
s − sq∇xU · ∇pf
i
s =
1
τ
(
F is − fs
)
(2.8)
where U is the smooth part of the potential, as discussed above, and
v = vF
p
|p|
(2.9)
is the semiclassical velocity. The right-hand side of Eq. (2.8) describes the separate relaxation
of electrons and holes to the local Fermi-Dirac distributions
F is(x,p) =
1
eβ[vF |p|−Ais(x)] + 1
, (2.10)
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where β = (kBT )
−1, T being the phonon bath temperature and kB the Boltzmann constant.
The functions Ais(x) are defined as
Ais(x) = sqV0 + µ
i
s(x), (2.11)
where V0 is the background potential and µ
i
s are the chemical potentials of left and right
electrons and holes (however, in the following we will refer to the functions Ais as to “chemical
potentials”). Since the collisions conserve the number of particles, the chemical potentials are
constrained by the relation
nis(x) := 〈f
i
s〉(x) = 〈F
i
s〉(x), (2.12)
where
〈·〉 =
1
h2
∫
R2
· dp, (2.13)
where h is the Planck constant. The normalization constant is needed to retrieve the correct
spatial density from phase-space density [2]. Integration of F is yields the following relation
between density and chemical potential:
βAis = φ
−1
2
(nis
n0
)
, (2.14)
where
n0 =
2pi
(βhvF )2
and
φk(z) :=
1
Γ(k)
∫ ∞
0
tk−1
et−z + 1
dt (2.15)
is the Fermi integral of order k.
The transport equations (2.8), which hold separately in x > 0 (i = 1) and x < 0 (i = 2),
are connected through the quantum interface by assuming that at x = 0 the KTC (2.4)
holds.5 It is proven in Ref. [4] that the boundary conditions (2.4) conserve the total charge
flux across the interface, namely
j1+,x − j
1
−,x = j
2
+,x − j
2
−,x, at x = 0, (2.16)
where
(jis,x, j
i
s,y) = j
i
s := 〈vf
i
s〉 (2.17)
is the current. In addition, if δV = 0, then the conservation of the flux holds separately for
each population
j1+,x = j
2
+,x, j
1
−,x = j
2
−,x, at x = 0. (2.18)
5The electron/hole version of (2.4) is readily obtained by means of the transformation (2.7).
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2.2 Diffusion model
The diffusive limit of Eq. (2.8) can be obtained by means of the standard machinery of kinetic
theory (namely, the Chapman-Enskog expansion) and, in the bulk classical regions, yields the
following fermionic drift-diffusion equations [3, 4] for the surface densities nis:
div jis = 0, j
i
s = −
τv2F
2
[
∇nis − sβn0 φ1(βA
i
s)q∇U
]
, (2.19)
where we recall that Ais are related to n
i
s by (2.14) and φk is given by (2.15). Of course,
one can alternatively use the chemical potential as unknown, in which case the drift-diffusion
equations take the form
div jis = 0, j
i
s = −
piτ
βh2
φ1(βA
i
s)∇
(
Ais − sqU
)
. (2.20)
Of course our relaxation-time approach is a poor approximation of the electron-phonon scat-
tering and, as a consequence, of the electron mobility. This can be at least partially fixed by
tuning the parameter τ at a given temperature.
A more difficult task is to obtain the diffusive limit of the transmission conditions (2.4).
This requires a boundary layer analysis, leading to Milne (half-space) kinetic problem. The
result of such analysis, contained in Ref. [4], can be summarized as follows.
After the introduction of the “magnified” boundary-layer variable ξ = x/τ , the analysis
leads to the introduction of a boundary corrector θis(ξ, y,p) at order τ in the Hilbert expansion.
Up to an error of order τ2 the corrector satisfies the equation
vx
∂θis
∂ξ
= Lis〈θ
i
s〉 − θ
i
s, (−1)
iξ > 0, p ∈ R2, (2.21)
where Lis is the linearized Fermi-Dirac distribution (2.10) around a given density n
i
s, i.e.
Lis =
dF is
dnis
=
(F is)
2 eβ(vF |p|−A
i
s)
n0 φ1(βAis)
. (2.22)
As it is shown in Ref. [4], the four equations (2.21) are coupled at ξ = 0 by the following
nonhomogeneous version of the KTC:

θ1s(p)−G
1
s(p) = R
1
s(p)
[
θ1s(∼p)−G
1
s(∼p)
]
+ ss′T 2s′(p
′)
[
θ2s′(p
′)−G2s′(p
′)
]
px, p
′
x < 0,
θ2s′(p
′)−G2s′(p
′) = R2s′(p)
[
θ2s′(∼p
′)−G2s′(∼p
′)
]
+ ss′T 1s (p)
[
θ1s(p)−G
1
s(p)
]
, p′x, px > 0,
(2.23)
where
Gis(y,p) :=
2
τv2F
Lis(x,p)v(p) · j
i
s(x)|x=0. (2.24)
We remark that in Eq. (2.23) only the dependence on the relevant variable p has been explicitly
indicated and, as usual, s, s′, p and p′ are related by the conservation of energy (2.2). We
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remark that (2.21)-(2.23) is a system of four Milne (half-space, half-range) problems coupled
at ξ = 0 by nonhomogeneous transmission conditions. in Ref. [4], the following result is
proven, which is a generalization to the multicomponent case of analogous results (obtained,
e.g., in Refs. [1, 12, 13]).
Theorem 1. For any given nis ≥ 0 (with s = ±1, i = 1, 2), problem (2.21)-(2.23) admits a
solution (θ1+, θ
2
+, θ
1
−, θ
2
−), such that
θis ∈ L
∞
(
(−1)i[0,+∞)× R2, (Lis)
−1dξdp
)
,
if and only if the flux conservation (2.16) (or (2.18), if δV = 0) holds. This solution is unique
up to the addition of any homogeneous solution (i.e., with Gis = 0). Moreover, four constants
ni,∞s exist s.t.
θis → n
i,∞
s L
i
s as ξ → (−1)
i∞,
and the convergence is exponentially fast in ξ.
We remark that the four constants nis appear in the definition of L
i
s, which is the lineariza-
tion of the Fermi-Dirac distribution around nis. We also remark that the coordinate y is an
overall parameter in the problem (in particular, nis and n
i,∞
s may depend on the parameter
y).
The second main result contained in Ref. [4] links the solution to the Milne problem
(2.21)-(2.23) with the diffusion limit at the interface.
Theorem 2. Let n1s and n
2
s be the left and right densities at x = 0 and let
A[n] =
1
β
φ−12
(
n
n0
)
denote the chemical potential A corresponding to the density n, according to (2.14). Then,
up to O(τ2), the condition
sA[n1s + τn
1,∞
s ] = s
′A[n2s′ + τn
2,∞
s′ ]− q δV , (2.25)
hold for all couples (s, s′) satisfying the conservation of energy (2.2) for some p and p′ in
a nonzero measure set, where ni,∞s are the asymptotic densities of the solution to the Milne
problem (2.21)-(2.23) (see Theorem 1). Moreover, condition (2.25) is not affected by the
particular choice of the solution to (2.21)-(2.23).
By expanding Eq. (2.25) at first order in τ , and using the property φ′k = φk−1 of Fermi
functions, we obtain another version of Eq. (2.25):
sA1s − s
′A2s′ + q δV =
τ
βn0
(
s′α2s′n
2,∞
s′ − sα
1
sn
1,∞
s
)
(2.26)
where
αis :=
1
φ1(βAis)
, (2.27)
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which is a more explicit condition on the left and right chemical potentials Ais = A[n
i
s]. Equa-
tion (2.26) gives the diffusive transmission conditions (DTC) that connect the two classical
regions at the two sides of x = 0. They contain the quantum information coming from the
scattering problem (2.1), which is enclosed in the four asymptotic densities ni,∞s . Note that
at leading order in τ we obtain the semiclassical condition
sA1s − s
′A2s′ = −q δV , (2.28)
in which case the quantum dynamics occurring at the interface is completely lost.
3 Evaluation of the asymptotic densities
Solving the Milne problem (2.21)-(2.23), which is needed in order to obtain the asymptotic
densities ni,∞s , implies that a “kinetic” stage is still present in our diffusive model. This is not
very appealing, when looking for a simple and numerically treatable model. Then, we should
resort to some kind of approximation of the solution of the Milne problem.
3.1 Albedo approximation
A typical approach [12, 13] consists in finding some approximation of the “albedo operator”,
i.e., the map that connects the inflow, θis(0, y,p), (−1)
ipx > 0, to the outflow θ
i
s(0, y,p),
(−1)ipx < 0, where θ
i
s(ξ, y,p) is a solution to Eq. (2.21). In particular, assuming that the
collisions are very fast, one can look for an approximate outflow of the equilibrium form
θis(0, y,p) = L
i
s(y,p)ρ
i
s(y), (−1)
ipx < 0, (3.1)
where ρis(y) are outflow densities subject to the constraint of vanishing flux at ξ = 0:∫
R2
θis(0, y,p) vx(p) dp = 0. (3.2)
To avoid cumbersome notations, in the following we will omit the explicit indication of the
variables ξ = 0, y and py, when not necessary. By using the properties of the scattering
coefficients we can rewrite the first of equations (2.23) in the following way:
θ1s(p)− θ
1
s(∼p) + sT
1
s (p)
[
sθ1s(∼p)− s
′θ2s′(p
′)
]
= G1s(p)−G
1
s(∼p) + sT
1
s (p)
[
sG1s(∼p)− s
′G2s′(p
′)
]
, px, p
′
x < 0, (3.3)
Let us multiply this equation by vx and integrate over the inflow range {p ∈ R
2 | px < 0}
(simply denoted by “px < 0”). This yields∫
θ1s(p) vx dp +
∫
px<0
sT 1s (p)
[
sθ1s(∼p)− s
′θ2s′(p
′)
]
vx dp
=
∫
G1s(p) vx dp+
∫
px<0
sT 1s (p)
[
sG1s(∼p)− s
′G2s′(p
′)
]
vx dp, (3.4)
9
We now recall that θis is approximated by (3.1) and that the null-flux condition (3.2) holds.
We recall, moreover, that Gis is given by (2.24). Then,∫
px<0
sT 1s (p)
[
sL1s(p)ρ
1
s − s
′L2s′(p
′)ρ2s′
]
vx dp = j
1
s ·
2
τv2F
∫
L1s(p)vvx dp
+
2
τv2F
∫
px<0
sT 1s (p)
[
sL1s(p)∼v · j
1
s − s
′L2s′(p
′)v′ · j2s′
]
vx dp, (3.5)
We shall now use the identity
α2s′L
1
s(p) = α
1
sL
2
s′(p
′), (3.6)
which holds assuming sA1s − s
′A2s′ = −q δV , i.e., at leading order in τ (see Ref. [4]). Using
this relation to compute ni,∞s will produce an error of order two in (2.26). In Ref. [4] it is also
proven that ∫
Lis(p)v ⊗ v dp =
h2v2F
2
I. (3.7)
From (3.5), (3.6) and (2.27), we obtain
∫
px>0
sT 1s (p)L
1
s(p)
α1s
Xss′vx dp =
h2
τ
j1s,x
−
2
τv2F
∫
px>0
sT 1s (p)L
1
s(p)
α1s
[
sα1s(vx)
2j1s,x + s
′α2s′v
′
xvxj
2
s′,x
]
dp, (3.8)
where
Xss′ := s
′α2s′ρ
2
s′ − sα
1
sρ
1
s . (3.9)
and the signs where chosen such that both vx and v
′
x are positive.
With an analogous procedure, from the second of equations (2.23) we obtain
∫
p′x>0
s′T 2s′(p
′)L2s′(p
′)
α2s′
Xss′v
′
x dp =
h2
τ
j2s′,x
+
2
τv2F
∫
p′x>0
s′T 2s′(p
′)L2s′(p
′)
α2s′
[
s′α2s′(v
′
x)
2j2s′,x + sα
1
svxv
′
xj
1
s,x
]
dp′, (3.10)
where, again, signs have been chosen such that both vx and v
′
x are positive. Note that in
(3.8) s′ and p′ depend on p and s while, conversely, in (3.10) ss and p depend on p′ and s′
(through the conservation of energy (2.2)). However, once the integrals are split in the zones
where s′ and, respectively, s are constant, equations (3.8) and (3.10) become a linear system
for the unknowns Xss′ . For example, assuming δV < 0 one obtains

D++X++ +D+−X+− = H
1
+
−D−−X−− = H
1
−
D++X++ = H
2
+
−D−−X−− −D+−X+− = H
2
−
(3.11)
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where
D++ =
∫
px>0
vF |p|>|δV |
T 1+(p)L
1
+(p)
α1+
vx dp =
∫
p′x>0
T 2+(p
′)L2+(p
′)
α2+
v′x dp
′,
D+− =
∫
px>0
vF |p|<|δV |
T 1+(p)L
1
+(p)
α1+
vx dp =
∫
p′x>0
vF |p
′|<|δV |
T 2+(p
′)L2+(p
′)
α2+
v′x dp
′,
D−− =
∫
px>0
T 1−(p)L
1
−(p)
α1−
vx dp =
∫
p′x>0
vF |p
′|>|δV |
T 2−(p
′)L2−(p
′)
α2−
v′x dp
′,
H1s =
h2
τ
j1s,x −
2
τv2F
∫
px>0
T 1s (p)L
1
s(p)
α1s
[
α1sv
2
xj
1
s,x + ss
′α2s′v
′
xvxj
2
s′,x
]
dp,
H2s′ =
h2
τ
j2s′,x +
2
τv2F
∫
p′x>0
T 2s′(p
′)L2s′(p
′)
α2s′
[
α2s′v
′
x
2
j2s′,x + ss
′α1svxv
′
xj
1
s,x
]
dp′.
Note that the four equations in (3.11) are not independent because the difference of the
first two is equal to the difference of the second two, which can be verified directly by using
vxdp = v
′
xdp
′ and the flux conservation j1+,x − j
1
−,x = j
2
+,x − j
2
−,x (or derived from general
considerations on the structure of KTC, see the proof of Proposition 3.1 in Ref. [4]). Hence,
(3.11) is a rank-3 system for the unknowns X++, X+− and X−−. The case δV = 0 will be
examined in the next subsection.
System (3.11) allows to compute the Xss′ ’s as functions of the currents j
1
s,x and the
densities n1s at the interface (the latter are “hidden” in the terms L
i
s and α
i
s). We now need
to relate the asymptotic densities ni,∞s to the quantities Xss′ . In order to do this, let us
consider any function θis that satisfies the half-space equation (2.21). Integrating in p yields
∂〈vxθ
i
s〉
∂ξ
= 0,
which implies that the current is constant. Using the fact that θis → n
i,∞
s Lis as ξ → (−1)
i∞
(see Theorem 1) we obtain that such constant is zero:
〈vxθ
i
s〉 = 0.
Then, multiplying Eq. (2.21) by vx and integrating in p yields
∂〈v2xθ
i
s〉
∂ξ
= 0,
which means that any solution to (2.21) has constant6 variance. To evaluate this constant we
use again the asymptotics θis → n
i,∞
s Lis and the identity (3.7), and finally obtain
〈v2xθ
i
s〉 =
1
h2
∫
v2xθ
i
s dp =
v2F
2
ni,∞s . (3.12)
6Possibly depending on y.
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Then, let us multiply by v2x the first of the two equations (2.23), written in the form (3.3),
and integrate with respect to p over the inflow range px < 0. When doing so, note that∫
px<0
[
θ1s(p)− θ
1
s(∼p)
]
v2x dp =
∫
θ1s(p) v
2
x dp− 2ρ
i
s
∫
px>0
Lis(p) v
2
x dp
∫
θ1s(p) v
2
x dp − ρ
i
s
∫
Lis(p) v
2
x dp =
h2v2F
2
(
ni,∞s − ρ
i
s
)
.
We obtain in this way
h2v2F
2
(
n1,∞s − ρ
1
s
)
−
∫
px>0
sT 1s (p)L
1
s(p)
α1s
Xss′ v
2
x dp = −
4
τv2F
j1s,x
∫
px>0
L1s(p) v
3
x dp
+
2
τv2F
∫
px>0
sT 1s (p)L
1
s(p)
α1s
[
sα1sv
3
xj
1
s,x + s
′α2s′v
′
xv
2
xj
2
s′,x
]
dp (3.13)
(with positive v′x). Analogously,
h2v2F
2
(
n2,∞s′ − ρ
2
s′
)
+
∫
p′x>0
s′T 2s′(p
′)L2s′(p
′)
α2s′
Xss′ v
′
x
2
dp′ =
4
τv2F
j2s′,x
∫
p′x>0
L2s′(p
′) v′x
3
dp′
−
2
τv2F
∫
p′x>0
s′T 2s′(p
′)L2s′(p)
α2s′
[
s′α2s′v
′
x
3
j2s′,x + sα
1
svxv
′
x
2
j1s,x
]
dp′ (3.14)
(with positive vx). Multiplying (3.13) by
2sα1s
h2v2
F
and (3.14) by
2s′α2
s′
h2v2
F
, and subtracting the former
from the latter, we finally obtain
s′α2s′n
2,∞
s′ − sα
1
sn
2,∞
s = Xss′ −
2
h2v2F
∫
px>0
T 1s (p)L
1
s(p)Xss′(p) v
2
x dp
−
2
h2v2F
∫
p′x>0
T 2s′(p
′)L2s′(p
′)Xs(p′)s′ v
′
x
2
dp′ + Ess′, (3.15)
where
Ess′ =
8sα1sj
1
s,x
τh2v4F
∫
px>0
L1s(p) v
3
x dp+
8s′α2s′j
2
s′,x
τh2v4F
∫
p′x>0
L2s′(p
′) v′x
3
dp′
−
4
τh2v4F
∫
px>0
T 1s (p)L
1
s(p)
[
sα1sv
3
xj
1
s,x + s
′α2s′(p)v
′
xv
2
xj
2
s′(p),x
]
dp
−
4
τh2v4F
∫
p′x>0
T 2s′(p
′)L2s′(p)
[
s′α2s′v
′
x
3
j2s′,x + sα
1
s(p′)vxv
′
x
2
j1s(p′),x
]
dp′. (3.16)
Note that in the integrals above, in order to avoid possible confusion, we explicitly denoted
the dependence of s′ on p and of s on p′.
Expressions (3.15) and (3.16) give the term s′α2s′n
2,∞
s′ − sα
1
sn
2,∞
s as a function of jis, n
i
s
and Xss′ , the latter being given by system (3.11). This is exactly the term occurring in the
DTC (2.26).
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Remark. A simplified approach, sometimes referred to as the Marshack approximation,
consists in stopping the above procedure at the level of Eq. (3.11), and taking
s′α2s′n
2,∞
s′ − sα
1
sn
2,∞
s ≈ Xss′ .
This, of course amounts to approximating ρis ≈ n
i,∞
s , which in turn means that the collisions
are assumed to be so fast that the distribution attains the asymptotic state very close to x = 0.
The Marshak approximation can also be considered the first step of a systematic iteration
procedure proposed by Golse and Klar [15]. However, numerical experiments suggest that the
Marshack approximation can be a very reliable alternative to the more complex approaches
[12].
3.2 The case δV = 0
If δV = 0, then we only have the cases s = s′ = +1 and s = s′ = −1. Then, the DTC (2.25)
hold in the form A[n1s + τn
1,∞
s ] = A[n2s + τn
2,∞
s ], s = ±1, which simply implies
n1s − n
2
s = τ
(
n2,∞s − n
1,∞
s
)
, s = ±1. (3.17)
Note that electrons and holes are completely decoupled by such DTC. Of course, the electron-
hole coupling is still present in the Schro¨dinger equation (2.1) and strongly affects the scat-
tering coefficients.
When applying the albedo approximation to this case, we have that D1+− = 0 and H
i
+ =
H i−, i = 1, 2. Hence, (3.11) is a rank-2 system for the unknowns X++ and X−−, where the
first two equations are decoupled and are equivalent to the second two. This is readily solved
and yields, explicitly,
Xss =
2sα1sj
1
s,x
vF
h2
2
− 2
∫
px>0
T 1s (p)L
1
s(p)
( px
|p|
)2
dp∫
px>0
T 1s (p)L
1
s(p)
px
|p|
dp
(3.18)
where we used the fact that p′ = p, j1s = j
2
s (see (2.18)) and the fact that, at leading order,
A1s = A
2
s, which in turn implies α
1
s = α
2
s. Note that the above expression is written for the
upper index 1 but it is actually equal to the same expression written for the upper index
2. In the Marshak approximation, (3.18) is already the expression for α2sn
2,∞
s − α1sn
1,∞
s and,
comparing with (3.17), we obtain therefore
n1s − n
2
s = sjs,xϑs, s = ±1. (3.19)
where js,x := j
1
s,x = j
2
s,x is the common value of the left and right x-current, and
ϑs :=
2
vF
h2
2
− 2
∫
px>0
T 1s (p)L
1
s(p)
( px
|p|
)2
dp∫
px>0
T 1s (p)L
1
s(p)
px
|p|
dp
. (3.20)
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The quantity ϑs, having the dimensions of an inverse velocity, is the analogous of the “ex-
trapolation coefficient” typically arising from kinetic boundary layers [1, 12, 13]. Since, in our
case, the boundary layer connects two regions, we shall rather call our qs an ”interpolation
coefficient”. Let us also remark that the disappearance of τ in Eq. (3.19) is not contradictory,
since the current j1s,x already contains the factor τ (see Eq. (2.19)).
The reformulation of the complete albedo approximation (3.15)-(3.16) in the case δV = 0
is just matter of straightforward computations which are not worth to be reported here.
Instead, it can be interesting to examine the form of the DTC in the Maxwell-Boltzmann
(M-B) limit, i.e., for high temperatures or low carrier densities. We first note that such limit
is relevant only in the case of negligible δV . This can be readily seen by considering the
leading-order conditions (2.28), which for (e.g.) δV < 0 are
A1+ = A
2
+ − q δV , A
1
+ = −A
2
− − q δV , A
1
− = A
2
− + q δV .
These three conditions are clearly incompatible with the requirement Ais < 0, (s = ±1,
i = 1, 2) which is needed for the M-B approximation to be valid for both populations on both
sides. The same problem does not arise in the case δV = 0, since the leading-order conditions
are
A1+ = A
2
+ A
1
− = A
2
−,
which are compatible with the M-B regime.
From the mathematical point of view the M-B asymptotic regime corresponds to the limit
βAis → −∞. In this limit we have
F is(x,p) ≈ e
−β[vF |p|−Ais(x)] and φk(βA
i
s) ≈ e
βAis ≈
nis
n0
(independently on k), so that,
F is(x,p) ≈ n
i
s(x)M(p) and L
i
s(x,p) ≈M(p) (3.21)
where
M(p) :=
1
n0
e−βvF |p| (3.22)
is the “Maxwellian” normalized with respect to 〈·〉. Then, the M-B approximations of the
drift-diffusion equations (2.19) and (2.20) are, respectively,
div jis = 0, j
i
s = −
τv2F
2
(
∇nis − sβn
i
sq∇U
)
(3.23)
and
div jis = 0, j
i
s = −
piτ
βh2
eβA
i
s∇
(
Ais − sqU
)
, (3.24)
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while the form of the DTC remains (3.17). Moreover, in the Marshak approximation, the
DTC still take the form (3.19), but the interpolation coefficient is now given by
ϑs =
2
vF
h2
2
− 2
∫
px>0
T 1s (p)M(p)
( px
|p|
)2
dp∫
px>0
T 1s (p)M(p)
px
|p|
dp
. (3.25)
A simple way to understand the physical meaning of the interpolation constant is the
following. From (3.19) and (2.14) we can write
n0φ2(βA
1
s)− n0φ2(βA
2
s) = sjs,xϑs.
Then, assuming that Ais is not too far from the background potential seV0, we can approximate
φ2(βA
1
s)− φ2(βA
2
s) ≈ βφ1(sβeV0)(A
1
s −A
2
s)
(recall that φ1 is the derivative of φ2), obtaining therefore
A1s −A
2
s
js,x
≈
sϑs
βφ1(sβeV0)n0
.
We see therefore that ϑs is proportional to the ratio between the potential variation across
the barrier and the current, and so it is a quantity related to the“quantum resistance” of the
barrier. Let us finally remark that, for small transmission coefficients, the denominator in
expression (3.20) dominates, yielding a Landauer-like (but corrected with statistics) expres-
sion of the conductance [9]. In general, however, the variance-like term at the numerator of
(3.20) is not negligible. Such term can be interpreted as a diffusion correction to the Landauer
(ballistic) picture.
4 Device modelling
We give an example of application of the above-developed theory to the modelling of a
graphene device. The architecture that we have in mind is that of a “n-p-n graphene hetero-
junction”, which is of primary importance for theoretical investigations as well as for possible
technological applications [16, 28, 31]. In such devices, a relatively thin potential barrier (the
p-region) is obtained as the combined effect of the electrostatic potentials of a local top gate
(tg) and a background gate (bg); additional gates correspond to contacts where a potential
bias is applied (see the schematic device pictured in Figure 2). Let us remark that, since V
is a potential barrier, then δV = 0. We shall make the following assumptions:
1. the system is homogeneous in the y-direction;
2. the background potential is high enough so that only the population of electrons con-
tribute significantly to the current;
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substrateback gate
contact
contact
graphene
top gate
Figure 2: A schematic picture of a n-p-n graphene device: the graphene sheet is represented
as the black honeycomb (not in scale), the grey regions represent gates and contacts, and the
blue box represents some substrate layer (typically an oxide).
3. the electron statistics can be described in the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation.
These assumptions imply that the drift-diffusion equation for electrons in the classical regions
(i.e. the n-regions) takes the form
−
τv2F
2
(
∂xn
i + βniE
)
= j, (4.1)
where j is the x-component of the current (which is constant all along the device) and,
assuming that U is the linear potential determined by the applied bias, E = −q ∂xU is the
corresponding constant electric force. Note that we have dropped the index s, which is equal
to +1, since holes can be neglected.
Assuming the device length to be 2L, and the barrier to be located at x = 0, we have
to set boundary conditions at x = ±L and transmission conditions at x = 0. The boundary
conditions are the usual Dirichlet type conditions
n1(−L) = nl, n
1(L) = nr, (4.2)
where nl and nr are the electron densities at the left and right contacts, while for the transmis-
sion condition we use the Marshak form (3.19), which, in the simplified notation introduced
in this section, reads as follows:
n1 − n2 = jϑ, (4.3)
where ϑ ≡ ϑ+ is the interpolation coefficient given by Eq. (3.25).
As a final ingredient we need to choose a model for the barrier and the transmission
coefficient. We assume a, perfectly sharp and flat, rectangular barrier of width D and energy
height
Eh = −qcbgVbg − qctgVtg , (4.4)
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where Vbg , Vtg are the back gate and local gate voltages, and cbg , ctg , are suitable constants
that relate the gate voltages to the effective electric potential on the graphene surface (so that
the background potential V0 introduced in Sect. 1 is given by V0 = cbgVbg). Such constants
furnish a simplified description of the (more complicated) capacitive coupling between gates,
substrates and graphene, which is widely used in literature, see e.g. Refs. [14, 30, 31].
For a such perfectly sharp barrier the transmission coefficient is given by [8, 17]
Ts(p) = ℜ
{
cos2 φ cos2 φ∗
[cos(Dqx) cosφ cosφ∗]2 + sin
2(Dqx)(1 − ss′ sinφ sinφ∗)
}
. (4.5)
Here, φ is the incidence angle, so that (px, py) = |p|(cosφ, sinφ), s
′ = sgn(svF |p| −Eh) is the
chirality of the electron inside the barrier,
qx =
√(
svF |p| − Eh
~vF
)2
−
(py
~
)2
is the x-component of the refracted momentum inside the barrier and
φ∗ = tan−1
(
py
~qx
)
.
is the refraction angle. Note that Ts(p) is independent on the side-index i, for obvious
symmetry reasons. The transmission coefficient (4.5) (with s = +1) will be used in the
expression (3.25) for q.
In Figure 3 we represent T+(p), as a function of the energy E = vF |p| and the incidence
angle φ, for different values of the energy height Eh of the barrier, together with the region
which is significant for the integrals in (3.25). It is evident from the figure that changing
the value of Eh produces significant variations of the integrals, resulting in variations of the
interpolation coefficient.
4.1 Numerical results
In order to numerically solve the problem (4.1)-(4.2)-(4.3) we adopt a simple finite-difference
scheme that can be outlined as follows. Each of the two spatial domains, [−L, 0] and [0, L],
is decomposed in N cells of length ∆x, labeled with an index k, increasing in the x-direction.
The corresponding discretized values of the density are n1, n2, . . . , nN and in the left region
and nN+1, nN+2, . . . , n2N in the right region. The drift-diffusion equation for the is therefore
discretized as
nk−1 − 2nk + nk+1
∆x2
− βE
nk+1 − nk−1
2∆x
= 0, (4.6)
with k = 2, . . . , N − 1, and k = N + 1, . . . , 2N − 1. At x = ±L we impose the Dirichlet
boundary conditions (4.2)
n1 = nl, n
2N = nr. (4.7)
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Figure 3: Gray-scale plots of T+(p), as a function of the energy E = vF |p| and of the incidence
angle φ, for different values of the energy height Eh. White corresponds to perfect transmission
(T+ = 1) and black to total reflection (T+ = 0). Note that for φ = 0 the barrier is always
completely transparent, regardless to Eh, which is the so-called Klein paradox [17]. The
dashed red line is a contour line of M(p) cosφ, corresponding to a region that encompasses
approximately 90% of its integral; such region is therefore where the main contribution to
the integrals in (3.25) comes from (the same region for M(p) cos2 φ is just slightly narrower).
In this figure the barrier width is 50 nm and the temperature is 40K. For lower values of
the temperature, the Maxwellian will be narrower, resulting in a higher sensitivity to the
variations of T+.
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At the interface x = 0 we need to impose the relation (4.3). By approximating the left
and right values of the current with, respectively, backward and forward second order finite
differences, i.e.
j1 ≈
nN−2 − 4nN−1 + 3nN
2∆x
− βEnN ,
j2 ≈
−3nN+1 + 4nN+2 − nN+3
2∆x
− βEnN+1,
we first write the flux conservation j1 = j2 as follows:
nN−2 − 4nN−1 + 3nN
2∆x
− βEnN −
−3nN+1 + 4nN+2 − nN+3
2∆x
+ βEnN+1 = 0. (4.8)
Then, the transmission condition (4.3) can be written (by using, e.g., j2 for j)
nN − nN+1 − ϑ
(
−3nN+1 + 4nN+2 − nN+3
2∆x
− βEnN+1
)
= 0. (4.9)
The interpolation constant ϑ is computed numerically from (3.25), as described above, by
means of standard integration routines.
Using the above described model we have computed the conductance as a function of the
top gate voltage Vtg for different values of the back gate voltage Vbg and for different values
of temperature. The values of the physical parameters used in our simulations are similar
to those of the device described in Ref. [31], namely L = 4µm, D = 0.05µm, τ = 0.075 ps.
The bias voltage applied at the contacts is Vbias = 0.001V and the contact width is 1µm The
constant ctg (see Eq. (4.4)) has been used as a tuning parameter and has been set to 0.05.
Then, the value of cbg has been set to 12.8 ctg , so to maintain the same ratio between the
corresponding capacitive constants as in Ref. [31]. The values of the densities at the contacts,
nl and nr, has been simply set equal to the background density, that is
nl = nr = n0 φ2(βqcbgVbg)
(however, more refined models for the boundary densities could also be considered, see e.g.
Ref. [18]). Finally, the conductance, that is the ratio between the total electric current flowing
through the device and the bias voltage, is expressed in our graphs in units of the “quantum
of conductance” q2/h. The total current, is computed from the current density j by assuming
a device effective width of 1µm.
The results of the numerical simulations are reported in Figure 4. In the left column
we show plots of the conductance as a function of the top gate voltage Vtg for different
values of the back gate, at a fixed temperature T = 10K. We see that, as long as Eh =
−qcbgVbg − qctgVtg > 0 (correponding to the “n-p-n” case), the conductance shows Fabry-
Perot-like oscillations whose amplitude and period of the same order of those reported in the
experimental literature [31]. The oscillations are followed by sudden rise as Eh approaches
0 (which is also observed in the experiments [16, 31]). The shift towards the left of the
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Figure 4: Conductance as a function of the top gate voltage Vtg for different values of the
back gate (left column) and for different values of the temperature (right column). In the left
plots, the temperature is fixed at T = 10K while, in the right plots, the back gate voltage is
fixed at Vtg = 23V.
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point Eh = 0 for increasing Vbg is also typical of experimental observation and is an obvious
consequence of the relation between Eh, Vbg and Vtg . Moreover, still in accordance with
experimental measurements, the conductance oscillates around around a mean value that
increases, approximately linearly, with Vbg .
In the right column are shown plots of the conductance as a function of the top gate voltage
Vtg for different values of the temperature, at a fixed back gate voltage Vbg = 23V. We see that
the amplitude of the Fabry-Perot oscillations strongly decreases by increasing temperature, as
reported from experiments [31]. A simple explanation of the latter phenomenon is apparent
from Fig. 3: decreasing the temperature makes the Maxwellian narrower thus making the
interpolation constant ϑ more sensitive to the variations of the transmission coefficient.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have shown how the theory of diffusive transmission boundary conditions at
a quantum interface, developed in Ref. [4] and summarised in Section 2 of the present paper,
can be applied for the numerical simulation of a heterojunction graphene device. To this aim,
we also had to expand the theoretical part in order to simplify the kinetic step, represented
by the solution of a four-fold Milne problem. In fact, the asymptotic densities associated
to the solution of such Milne problem provide the interpolation constant, which is the key
ingredient in the formulation of the transmission conditions. This has been done in Sec. 3,
where explicit expressions of the asymptotic densities have been obtained assuming of very
short collision times.
The material developed in Secs. 2 and 3 is then used in Sec. 4 to set up a mathematical
model of a generic “n-p-n” graphene device, with some additional simplifying assumptions
(above all the fact that the devices works in a regime where only the electron population is
relevant and where the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics can be used instead of the Fermi-Dirac
one). Indeed, our simulations are intended to illustrate the method and its potentialities,
rather than to faithfully reproduce a specific device in a specific regime.
In spite of all these simplifications, the numerical simulations reported in Sec. 4.1 show
that the model is able to reproduce some important features of the electron transport in n-p-n
graphene heterojunctions (see Figure 4). In particular, we observe the Fabry-Perot oscillations
of the conductance, which are the signature of quantum interference inside the barrier and of
the chiral nature of the electrons in graphene. Such oscillations have the expected behaviour
with respect to the variations of the gate voltages as well as to the variations of temperature.
Still in accordance with laboratory observations, the conductance has a sudden increase when
the barrier height Eh approaches zero.
A feature that our simulations are unable to describe is the behaviour of the conductance
when the barrier height Eh enters the negative range (the “n-n-n” case). In fact, when Eh
becomes negative, experiments show that the conductance, after the sudden jump described
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above, keeps on increasing (more slowly) and oscillations disappear. Instead, our simulations
predict a new decrease of the conductance and new oscillations (not shown in the figure). We
believe that this fault is due to the ideal model of perfectly sharp barrier that we adopted. On
the other hand, the theoretical models adopted in Refs. [16, 31] are also unable to describe
such behaviour (neither are the other models in literature we are aware of). Probably, more
refined descriptions of the barrier, requiring however a numerical solution of the scattering
problem (2.1), could permit to reproduce correctly the behaviour of the device across the
entire range of Eh.
Discrepancies of the overall values of the conductivity with respect to those observed in
experiments are mainly due to the oversimplified model for the mobility that we are using,
which is not suited to accurately describe the great variety of experimental devices. However,
as remarked above, since the aim of this paper is mainly to illustrate the mathematical method
of quantum transmission conditions, rather than to simulate a particular device, we preferred
to use a simple model for the bulk transport and to focus on the treatment of the quantum
interface. Of course, a more detailed description of the electron scattering [11, 20, 23], more
refined expressions for the mobility [24, 26], a self-consistent potential model [25, 26] or even
quantum drift-diffusion equations [21, 29, 32], could be used to improve the model (see also
Ref. [7] for a general reference).
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